Abstract—The purpose of this study, conducted from 2012 through 2014, was to gather data on the different effects of circle and J hooks on hooking outcome, frequency of deep hooking, and catch rate in the recreational shark fishery off Maryland. Circle hooks clearly outperformed J hooks. Interactions of sharks with circle hooks resulted in a 91% hooking rate (of which 3% were deep hookings), an 88% capture rate, and a catch rate of 0.9 sharks/hook interaction. The hooking rate for J hooks was 75% (of which 6% were deep hookings), a capture rate of 68%, and a catch rate of 0.7 sharks/hook interaction. These results indicate that circle hooks can improve fishing success and serve as a conservation measure by maximizing the probability of survival for sharks during recreational shark fishing.

Numerous studies of the recreational use of circle hooks in teleost fisheries and the commercial pelagic longline fishery indicate that fewer fish are “deep hooked” on circle hooks and that catch efficiency with circle hooks is equal to, or better than, that with J hooks (Cooke and Suski, 2004; Serafy et al., 2012). These studies have helped circle hooks gain acceptance and have provided the data used to set forth regulatory requirements for some fisheries and tournaments (Cooke and Suski, 2004). In the recreational shark fishery, some anglers have been reluctant to switch to circle hooks because of concerns about catch efficiency and doubts about the applicability of the results of teleost studies to the catchability of sharks (Prince et al., 2002; Lucifora et al., 2009; Serafy et al., 2012). Therefore, scientific evidence that supports the benefits of circle hooks is needed to convince recreational shark anglers to voluntarily switch hook types and support regulatory measures that require circle hook use in their fishery. We undertook this study from 2012 through 2014 to gather data on the effects of circle and J hooks on hooking outcome, frequency of deep hooking, and catch rate in the recreational shark fishery off Maryland.

Materials and methods

Field methods

All data were collected by a charter captain that specialized in shark fishing off the Atlantic coast of Maryland. He fished as he normally did but dedicated 2 surface lines to our study, set with a circle hook and a comparable-size J hook. Circle hooks were limited to Mustad1 39960D hooks in sizes 16/0 when fishing occurred offshore and 13/0 when fishing occurred nearshore (O. Mustad & Son A.S., Gjovik, Norway). Bait type was identical in size and species for both lines and was refreshed at the same time.

The outcome of each shark interaction with the line (called a strike) was recorded as a bite, as lost, or as captured—terminology similar to that of Skomal et al. (2002). A bite was defined as a strike that resulted in the shark taking the bait but not being hooked. An event was not recorded if the captain or mate...
Deep hooking was defined as hooking in the throat or gut.

Statistical methods

Trips were identified as nearshore or offshore because of differences in species composition and tackle requirements. Nearshore trips occurred in waters within 32.2 km (20 mi) of land, and offshore trips took place in waters 32.2 or more kilometers from land. Most of the nearshore fishing occurred within 1.6–9.7 km (1–6 mi) of the beach, and the majority of offshore fishing took place between 32.2 and 48.3 km (20 and 30 mi) from the beach.

Data were pooled across years, and the following tests were performed. Chi-square analysis was used to determine whether nearshore and offshore trip data could be pooled. Hypothesis tests of proportions were conducted to compare hooking outcomes and to compare rates of deep hooking between hook types. Catch rate was defined as the number of sharks captured per interaction and calculated as the mean of trip values. Student’s t-test was used to compare catch rates between hook types.

Results

Data were collected during 24 offshore and 180 nearshore trips, and the results of chi-square analysis indicated that nearshore and offshore data could be pooled for all analyses (all P>0.10). During this study, 624 sharks representing 10 shark species were captured, primarily dusky shark (Carcharhinus obscurus; n=235), spinner shark (Carcharhinus brevippina; n=180), sandbar shark (Carcharhinus plumbeus; n=89), and Atlantic sharpnose shark (Rhizoprionodon terraenovae; n=70). The other species caught were the blue shark (Prionace glauca; n=15), blacktip shark (Carcharhinus limbatus; n=13), tiger shark (Galeocerdo cuvier; n=7), shortfin mako (Isurus oxyrinchus; n=7), scalloped hammerhead (Sphyrna lewini; n=5), and smooth hammerhead (Sphyrna zygaena; n=3).

There were 438 shark interactions with circle hooks and 343 interactions with J hooks. Interactions with circle hooks resulted in a 91% hooking rate of which 95% of sharks were hooked in the jaw and only 3% were deep hookings (Fig. 1). Circle hooks had an 88% capture rate (Fig. 2) and a catch rate of 0.9 sharks/hook interaction. For J hooks, the hooking rate was 75% of which 82% of sharks were hooked in the jaw and 6% deep hookings. The capture rate was 68% and the catch rate was 0.7 sharks/hook interaction. All differences were significant with P<0.01.
Discussion

The data clearly indicate that circle hooks outperform J hooks. Circle hooks had both a higher hooking rate and capture rate than J hooks. Circle hooks had a lower deep-hooking rate and a higher proportion of sharks hooked in the jaw—results that are consistent with those of many teleost studies (Prince et al., 2002; Skomal et al., 2002). Both the higher catch rate and the lower deep-hooking rate indicate that circle hooks can improve fishing success and serve as a conservation measure for recreational shark fishing. In addition, the results of this study indicate that the use of circle hooks could increase adherence to the federal regulations regarding prohibited shark species—regulations that are outlined in a compliance guide for highly migratory species (NMFS²). These regulations require that shark species for which retention is prohibited be released in a manner that maximizes the probability of their survival.
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